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Raising Independent, Self-confident Kids 2018
parents who read this book will learn how to help their children deal with frustration
make decisions and become confident self sufficient adults

The Scaffold Effect 2021-02-04
a master synthesizer of attachment science medical practice and his own experience as a
father harold koplewicz capably and compassionately leads us through the art of
scaffolding from early childhood through the important adolescent period daniel j
siegel md author of the whole brain child prevent and counteract the general anxiety
and emotional fragility prevalent in children and teenagers today a new parenting
philosophy and strategies that give children the tools to flourish on their own just as
sturdy scaffolding is necessary when erecting a building and will come down when the
structure grows stable good parenting provides children with steady and warm emotional
nourishment on the path toward independence never ending parental problem solving and
involvement can have the opposite effect enabling fragility and anxiety over time in
the scaffold effect world renowned child psychiatrist harold koplewicz introduces the
powerful and clinically tested idea that this deliberate build up and then gradual
loosening of parental support is the single most effective way to encourage kids to
climb higher try new things grow from mistakes and develop character and strength
explaining the building blocks of an effective scaffold from infancy through young
adulthood he expertly guides parents through the strategies for raising empowered
capable people including lay a solid foundation the parent child relationship needs to
be made from the concrete mixture of emotional availability positive reinforcement
clear messaging and consistent rules from this supportive base your will forge a bond
that will survive adolescence and grow stronger into adulthood empower growth
skyscraper or sprawling bungalow the style of your child s construction is not up to
you scaffold parenting validates and accommodates the shape the child is growing into
any effort to block or control growth will actually stunt it stay on their level
imagine being on the ground floor of a house and trying to talk to someone on the roof
the person on the roof will have to talk down to you or yell if your child s building
and your scaffold are on the same level you can speak directly look each other in the
eye and keep the lines of communication open drawing on dr koplewicz s decades of
clinical and personal experience the scaffold effect is a compassionate smart and
essential guide for the ages all the author s proceeds from the sale of this book will
be donated to the child mind institute

The Independent Child 2022-10-22
this is a short story of a middle child growing up in a poor family and how she finds
her happily ever after in a big city no it doesn t involve a prince

Anxious Kids, Anxious Parents 2013-09-03
with anxiety at epidemic levels among our children anxious kids anxious parents offers
a contrarian yet effective approach to help children and teens push through their fears
worries and phobias to ultimately become more resilient independent and happy how do
you manage a child who gets stomachaches every school morning who refuses after school
activities or who is trapped in the bathroom with compulsive washing children like
these put a palpable strain on frustrated helpless parents and teachers and there is no
escaping the problem one in every five kids suffers from a diagnosable anxiety disorder
unfortunately when parents or professionals offer help in traditional ways they
unknowingly reinforce a child s worry and avoidance from their success with hundreds of
organizations schools and families reid wilson phd and lynn lyons licsw share their
unconventional approach of stepping into uncertainty in a way that is currently
unfamiliar but infinitely successful using current research and contemporary examples
the book exposes the most common anxiety enhancing patterns including reassurance
accommodation avoidance and poor problem solving and offers a concrete plan with 7 key
principles that foster change and since new research reveals how anxious parents
typically make for anxious children the book offers exercises and techniques to change
both the children s and the parental patterns of thinking and behaving this book
challenges our basic instincts about how to help fearful kids and will serve as the
antidote for an anxious nation of kids and their parents



I Can Do That! 2023-08-03
kids will be able to say i can do that after reading this value packed resource
dedicated to learning independent life skills really great i ve been waiting for a book
like this for a very long time with photos and illustrations that can be understood by
a child who can t read yet my children love to reproduce what they see and not what i
tell them so it s perfect customer review of the french edition in i can do that photos
and illustrations combine to produce a value packed resource for families preparing for
their child s big life stages young readers can learn how to lace up their shoes put on
a sweater go to the toilet peel fruit count to 100 and brush their teeth step by step
instructions sit alongside more than 700 fun and helpful photos and illustrations to
help children practise and learn the short and practical text will help your child
learn to be independent as they grow up they will be able to say i can do that every
time they turn the page perfect for families following montessori practices and
caregivers keen for their children to develop natural interests at their own pace i can
do that is an extraordinary book that both parents and kids will love

Parenting an Independent Child 2018-05-03
parenting is hard today s world presents many challenges for our children it is
important to raise them to be strong and independent so they don t fall prey to bullies
or peer pressure this book gives you practical ways to teach your child to think and
act independently but responsibly from as young as a year

How to Raise Independent Children in a Helicopter
Parenting World 101-01-01
are you tired of the helicopter parenting trend do you want to raise independent
children who can make their own decisions and solve their own problems look no further
than how to raise independent children in a helicopter parenting world this short read
book is packed with practical tips and strategies to help you navigate the challenges
of modern parenting and empower your children to become self reliant individuals the
book begins with a comprehensive table of contents that outlines the key topics covered
in each chapter from encouraging decision making skills to promoting problem solving
abilities teaching critical thinking to allowing natural consequences this book covers
it all you ll learn how to build your child s self confidence encourage self expression
and celebrate their achievements the author emphasizes the importance of setting age
appropriate responsibilities and teaching life skills that will serve your child well
into adulthood in addition to these fundamental principles the book also delves into
more specific areas such as promoting healthy risk taking embracing failure and
supporting new experiences you ll discover strategies for developing strong
communication skills active listening and assertiveness training the author emphasizes
the importance of encouraging self directed learning and provides resources for
exploring your child s interests throughout the book the author emphasizes the
importance of balancing support and independence you ll learn how to be a guide rather
than a director respecting boundaries while modeling independence and problem solving
the book also highlights the significance of self care for both parents and children
and offers practical tips for building a supportive network and collaborating on
independence building activities to address any lingering questions or concerns the
book concludes with a section of frequently asked questions whether you re seeking
clarification or want to share your own experiences the author invites you to reach out
and engage in a conversation don t miss out on this valuable resource for raising
independent children get your copy of how to raise independent children in a helicopter
parenting world today and receive a bonus gift how to be a super mom absolutely free
take the first step towards empowering your children and creating a nurturing
environment that fosters independence this title is a short read a short read is a type
of book that is designed to be read in one quick sitting these no fluff books are
perfect for people who want an overview about a subject in a short period of time table
of contents how to raise independent children in a helicopter parenting world
encouraging decision making skills promoting problem solving abilities teaching
critical thinking allowing natural consequences building self confidence encouraging
self expression celebrating achievements setting age appropriate responsibilities
teaching life skills encouraging self care promoting healthy risk taking embracing
failure supporting new experiences developing strong communication skills active
listening assertiveness training encouraging self directed learning providing resources
exploring interests balancing support and independence being a guide not a director
respecting boundaries modeling independence demonstrating problem solving encouraging



self care building a supportive network supporting each other collaborating on
independence building activities frequently asked questions have questions comments

Raising Independent, Self-Confident Kids 2017-12-18
parenting is a delicate dance in this book child development experts wendy moss phd and
donald moses md examine the key skills parents need to help their kids emerge as
confident and capable adults throughout this book parents will learn how to build a
child s confidence decision making abilities tolerance for frustration patience and
self sufficiency

Steps to Independence 2004
provides strategies for teaching life skills to children with special needs from age 3
to young adulthood so they can live as independently as possible

Your Children Are Under Attack 2005
how to protect your children from popular culture

The Thriving Child 2018-06-07
as parents we all want the best for our children but so often over manage every aspect
of their lives leaving them overwhelmed lacking motivation and at risk of mental health
problems as adults so how can we prevent this from happening over their combined sixty
years of practice william stixrud a clinical neuropsychologist and ned johnson the
founder of an elite tutoring agency have worked with thousands of children all facing
this problem together they discovered that the best antidote to stress is to give kids
more of a sense of control over their lives in this ground breaking book they will
teach you how to set your child on the real road to success and share their trusted
techniques to help your child to reduce their stress and anxiety foster independent
thinking and achieve their full potential the thriving child is essential reading for
every parent to help their child sculpt a resilient stress proof brain that is ready to
take on new challenges

National Independent Human Rights Institutions for
Children 2021-09-20
following the 30th anniversary of the united nations convention on the rights of the
child in 2020 and the creation of the un sustainable development goals there is
increased interest in and a need to develop national human rights bodies for children s
rights this book provides an in depth look at one domestic independent children s
rights institution the irish ombudsman for children s office to highlight the learnings
for an international audience and the methodologies that can be used to promote and
protect children s rights at a national level co authored by ireland s first ombudsman
for children and a children s rights professor the book will present an original and
informed analysis of how a national human rights institution can advocate most
effectively for the rights of children by using illustrative case studies the book will
highlight how the powers of a national human rights institution can be put to strategic
use to address specific children s rights deficits in areas of child protection youth
detention and public awareness about children s rights each chapter focusses on a case
study identifies a problem the approach or intervention by the ombudsman for children
the outcome and reflects on lessons learned it ensures that the cases can be extracted
examined and replicated in other jurisdictions by an international community interested
in the promotion monitoring and protection of children s rights it speaks to those
interested in human rights children s rights socio legal studies social work childhood
studies administrative law constitutional law and international law and to
practitioners and policy makers in this field

Building Communication and Independence for Children
Across the Autism Spectrum 2020-11-19
expert author elizabeth ives field combines over four decades of working in the autism
field to provide functional in depth teaching strategies for children on the spectrum
who struggle with communication incorporating descriptions of composite children at
different developmental stages this book sets out individual goals and therapy



approaches for children who may have no speech moderately functional speech or
echolalia as well as for highly verbal individuals who may not always use appropriate
language covering a wide range of interventions that address communication and the
related areas of independence and social behavior the purpose of each goal is to make
progress toward the child s maximum potential this book sets out skills that are
developmentally appropriate and that will be immediately useful to help children
express themselves more effectively and build relationships with others

Raising Young Athletes 2018-10-12
in this book dr jim taylor an internationally recognized authority on sport psychology
child development and parenting offers a guiding hand to help parents ensure their
children s sports participation fosters nurturing experiences encourages positive
attitudes and promotes healthy developments as they move toward adulthood

Independent Movement and Travel in Blind Children
2007-03-01
the purpose of this book is to contribute to our understanding of developmental o and m
independent movement and travel in blind children unlike many books and articles on
orientation and mobility o m for blind children this one is not about the effect of
blindness on movement such an inquiry is self defeating from the start as it often
begins with misconceptions and deficit thinking about blindness and the blind child s
early motor development instead this book is about the effect of movement on
development and the importance of movement experiences for the development of
independent movement and travel in blind children it has a clear premise blind children
must become active movers if they are to become independent travelers

I Can Do That! 2023-08-08
kids will be able to say i can do that after reading this value packed resource
dedicated to learning independent life skills really great i ve been waiting for a book
like this for a very long time with photos and illustrations that can be understood by
a child who can t read yet my children love to reproduce what they see and not what i
tell them so it s perfect customer review of the french edition in i can do that photos
and illustrations combine to produce a value packed resource for families preparing for
their child s big life stages young readers can learn how to lace up their shoes put on
a sweater go to the toilet peel fruit count to 100 and brush their teeth step by step
instructions sit alongside more than 700 fun and helpful photos and illustrations to
help children practice and learn the short and practical text will help your child
learn to be independent as they grow up they will be able to say i can do that every
time they turn the page perfect for families following montessori practices and
caregivers keen for their children to develop natural interests at their own pace i can
do that is an extraordinary book that both parents and kids will love

Road to Independence 2004-04
brenda batts behavior consultant a much sought after speaker in the area of special
needs and mother of alex a son with autism brenda shares her proven behavior management
and potty training techniques through her book road to independence she has compiled
over 16 years experience in the rearing of her son and through behavior training for
thousands of special needs clients autism pdd asperbergers adhd down syndrome fragile x
etc brenda relates to you as parent and professional of those special children as she
takes you down a path well traveled that is filled with innovative tips and suggestions
along the way the central focus of this writing is to help you empower your child to
become more independent what has emerged from her vigilance to develop effective
interventions for alex is a battery of innovative behavior skills training that she
shares with you brenda has been very successful in helping resolve very difficult
children that were previously considered unreachable and in some cases un teachable
when asked how she knows what to do to help children with severe and highly usual
conditions she simply replies that the idea just came to me perhaps another explanation
is that these ideas are messages from god follow her along this journey and you be the
judge

Steps to Independence 1989
with this popular highly acclaimed learning program you ll learn easy steps for



teaching young children with disabilities essential skills like making a bed brushing
teeth and using the toilet includes sample activities case examples skills inventories
and more copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Winnicott's Children 2013-03-05
winnicott s children focuses on the use we make of the thinking and writing of dw
winnicott how this has enhanced our understanding of children and the settings where we
work and how it has influenced the way in which we do that work it is a volume by
clinicians concerned about how as well as why we engage with particular children in
particular ways the book begins with a scholarly and accessible exposition of the place
of winnicott in his time in relation to his contemporaries melanie klein anna freud
john bowlby and the development of his thinking the dual focus on the earliest
experience of the infant and its consequences plus the how of engaging with children as
good enough mothers or good enough therapists is picked up in the chapters that follow
the role of play is central to a chapter on supervision struggling through the doldrums
can be part of the adolescent s experience and that of those who engage with him the
role of psychotherapy in a winnicottian therapeutic community and an inner city
secondary school is explored and a chapter on radio work links us personally with
winnicott and his desire to talk plainly and helpfully to parents there is a richness
in the collection of subjects in this book and in the experience of the writers it will
appeal to those who work with children in child and family mental health settings
schools hospitals colleges and social care settings

The Roles of Independent Children’s Rights Institutions in
Advancing Human Rights of Children 2022-05-09
the contributors to this edited collection provide first hand experiences in directing
working for and studying icris and detail their unique in depth accounts of factors
shaping icris efforts to monitor and advance children s rights

The Pirate Mums 2021-04-22
billy s family is not what you d call ordinary his mums won t listen to normal music
they love to sing sea shanties and dance jigs in the lounge their clothes are highly
unusual they have a rude parrot for a pet and their taste in house design is well fishy
billy wishes his family could be more like everyone else s until a swashbuckling
adventure changes everything

How Children Thrive 2018-05-01
discover the proven ways parents can help their children learn overcome adversity get
along with others and become independent while you relax and enjoy being a parent how
do children thrive as a parent you probably think about this all the time you want your
children to have happy healthy and meaningful lives but what s the best way to support
them in how children thrive developmental pediatrician and parent dr mark bertin
provides a positive simple and empowering approach for raising children of all ages
bringing together mindfulness new science on brain development and the messy reality of
being a parent dr bertin has a created a breakthrough guide that will help children and
their parents flourish research has shown that the key to raising resilient kind and
independent children lies in executive function our mental capacity to manage just
about everything in life despite its wonky overly scientific name there is nothing
complicated about building executive function dr bertin writes it s actually a lot more
straightforward and less anxiety provoking than most of the parenting advice out there
through concise easily applied chapters dr bertin provides simple strategies for
helping your children develop healthy ef while taking care of yourself and enjoying
your family highlights include mindfulness how it directly builds ef and how to
incorporate mindful practices for the whole family the importance of free play the
science behind it and how to encourage more of it technology how much is too much at
what age is screen time ok help your kids have a healthy relationship with media create
simple routines that support independence around homework nutrition sleep friendships
and more age appropriate advice for toddlers teens and even your twenty somethings
limits and discipline how to determine and stick with consequences for unwanted
behavior understand markers for whether your child is developmentally on track or if
extra support might be needed find the advice you need when you need it with short
independent chapters full of concrete practices bring more calm ease and joy to your
parenting while taking care of yourself even when family life gets chaotic give



yourself permission to make mistakes and adapt along the way the pressure to be the
perfect parent is overwhelming writes dr bertin but the truth is the job is too
challenging and varied to ever be done to perfection with compassion and reassurance dr
bertin presents a relaxed instinctual and evidence based approach to raising children
who thrive

Teaching to Support Children's Artistic Independence
2021-12-28
this engagingly written research and practice based book defines how art teachers can
build on students creative initiatives without depending on adult imposed lesson plans
and school requirements in doing so art educator and author george szekely explores the
role of the arts in developing children s creativity and sense of purpose and reminds
readers that students in the art classroom are unique artists designers and innovators
against the backdrop of a school culture that over emphasizes compliance and
standardization szekely recognizes the importance of the role of the art teacher in
supporting the artistic independence and creative flare that occurs naturally in
students of all ages in the classroom providing real life examples of classrooms and
schools that work towards championing child artists this text arms teachers with the
skills necessary to listen to their students and support them in presenting their ideas
in class ultimately szekely challenges readers to focus the practice of art teaching on
the student s creative process rather than the teacher s presentation of art written
for pre service and in service art educators teacher educators and researchers teaching
to support children s creativity and artistic independence demonstrates that an
openness to youthful and inquisitive visual expression inspires a more rewarding
learning experience for both teacher and child artists that can support a life long
love of art

Independent Child Migrations: Insights into Agency,
Vulnerability, and Structure 2012-05-31
explore the complexities of international independent child migration this volume gives
particular focus to agency and vulnerability as central concepts for understanding the
diverse experiences of children who have migrated alone combining perspectives from
academics and practitioners the volume is filled with thought provoking insights into
the nature of current programmatic interventions for independent child migrants it
further invites critical reflection on the complex socio economic political and
cultural contexts in which migration decisions are taken contributors recognize that
independent child migrants despite vulnerabilities are active decision makers in
determining movement responding to violent and discriminatory situations resisting
stereotypical assumptions and figuring out integration and life choices as these are
shaped by existing structural opportunities and constraints this is the 136th volume in
this series its mission is to provide scientific and scholarly presentations on cutting
edge issues and concepts in child and adolescent development each volume focuses on a
specific new direction or research topic and is edited by experts on that topic

Independence Training for Visually Handicapped Children
2023-04-21
first published in 1981 this book was written to help parents and teachers to
participate in child based mobility programmes covering the needs of visually
handicapped children from pre school to adulthood it gives insight into ways in which
these figures can make the world meaningful to young children as well as making them
aware of the special training that is necessary to develop the social skills of daily
living that a sighted child acquires through imitation travel techniques must be learnt
to enable these children to move independently and the book describes various methods
that can be used by the blind traveller it also examines the role of physical education
and dance both of particular importance for the visually handicapped child at school
age

Steps to Independence 1997
today s kids don t know how to read a map they can google the answer to any question at
lightning speed if a teen forgets his homework a quick call to mom or dad has it hand
delivered in minutes fueled by the rapid pace of technology the instant gratification
generation not only expects immediate solutions to problems they re more dependent than



ever on adults today s kids are being denied opportunities to make mistakes and more
importantly to learn from them they are being taught not to think in teaching kids to
think dr darlene sweetland and dr ron stolberg offer insight into the social emotional
and neurological challenges unique to this generation they identify the five parent
traps that cause adults to unknowingly increase their children s need for instant
gratification and offer practical tips and easy to implement solutions to address
topics relevant to children of all ages a must read for parents and educators teaching
kids to think will help you understand where this sense of entitlement comes from and
how to turn it around in order to raise children who are confident independent and
thoughtful

Teaching Kids to Think 2015
why do so many of our kids raised in the most affluent nation on earth fail to thrive
and strive and enter adulthood lacking appropriate and effective coping skills drs
swihart and cotter have come up with a revolutionary theory on why our kids are having
such a tough time of it today it is because we allow our children to manipulate us and
the world around them rather than teaching them how to respond to life and life s tough
situations the result is that manipulative behavior is directly tied to low self esteem
which only heightens its negative impact on kids families and the larger communities we
live in the good news is that drs swihart and cotter have created a radical and
clinically proven program for breaking manipulative behavior and getting our kids back
on track the program teaches parents to say no without feeling guilt to resist the urge
to feel responsible for their child s happiness to view their children as emotionally
competent and resilient and most importantly to realize that effective parenting means
allowing your child to make mistakes and develop a sense of competence which leads to
enhanced self esteem and an ability to live independently and successfully in the real
world drawing on their twenty five years in private practice the authors illustrate
their program with examples of successful kids as well as case studies of how parents
have regained control and effectively blocked their children s manipulative behavior
the positive results will enlighten and even astound you and give you the tools needed
to become a better parent

The Manipulative Child 1998-03-02
this volume explores how irish children were constructed by various actors including
the state youth organisations authors and publishers in the period before and after
ireland gained independence in 1922 it examines the broad variety of ways in which the
irish child was constructed through social and cultural activities like education sport
youth organizations and cultural production such as literature toys and clothes
covering themes ranging from gender religion and social class to the broader politics
of identity citizenship and nation building a variety of ideals and ideologies some of
them conflicting competed to inform how children were constructed by the adults who
looked on them as embodying the future of the nation contributors ask fundamental
questions about how children were constructed as part of the idealisation of the state
before its formation and the consolidation of the state after its foundation

Constructions of the Irish Child in the Independence
Period, 1910-1940 2018-09-21
guidance that can boost your child s organization and lower your frustration it
includes specific activities for your child s age and developmental level to improve
executive function

Raising an Organized Child 2019
cure your kids of the entitlement epidemic so they develop happier more productive
attitudes that will carry them into a successful adulthood whenever amy mccready
mentions the entitlement epidemic to a group of parents she is inevitably met with eye
rolls nodding heads and loaded comments about affected children it seems everywhere one
looks there are preschoolers who only behave in the grocery store for a treat
narcissistic teenagers posting selfies across all forms of social media and adult
children living off their parents parenting expert mccready reveals in this book that
the solution is to help kids develop healthy attitudes in life by setting up limits
with consequences and training them in responsible behavior and decision making parents
can rid their homes of the entitlement epidemic and raise confident resilient and
successful children whether parents are starting from scratch with a young toddler or



navigating the teen years they will find in this book proven strategies to effectively
quell entitled attitudes in their children

The Me, Me, Me Epidemic 2015-08-11
we all know the stereotype of the jewish mother hectoring guilt inducing clingy as a
limpet in mamaleh knows best tablet magazine columnist marjorie ingall smashes this
tired trope with a hammer blending personal anecdotes humor historical texts and
scientific research ingall shares jewish secrets for raising self sufficient ethical
and accomplished children she offers abundant examples showing how jewish mothers have
nurtured their children s independence fostered discipline urged a healthy distrust of
authority consciously cultivated geekiness and kindness stressed education and
maintained a sense of humor these time tested strategies have proven successful in a
wide variety of settings and fields over the vast span of history but you don t have to
be jewish to cultivate the same qualities in your own children ingall will make you
think she will make you laugh and she will make you a better parent you might not
produce a nobel prize winner or hey you might but you ll definitely get a great human
being

Mamaleh Knows Best 2016-08-30
the revolutionary program that gets your kids to listen without nagging reminding or
yelling why does it feel sometimes as if our children have special powers that enable
them to tune us out completely you ask your child to do her homework get ready for
school or bedtime you think she heard you but no response you ve tried everything time
outs nagging counting to three and nothing seems to work in this invaluable book amy
mccready founder of the popular online parenting course positive parenting solutions
presents a nag and scream free program for compassionately yet effectively correcting
your children s bad behavior mccready draws on adlerian psychology and positive
discipline which focuses on the central idea that every human being has a basic need to
feel connected and empowered children being no exception to the rule according to
mccready when this need isn t met in positive ways kids resort to negative methods in
this book she provides parents with a virtual toolbox of strategies they can use to
give their children the attention and power they crave and do away with the misbehaving
that adults dread

If I Have to Tell You One More Time... 2011-08-04
a question of technique focuses on what actually happens in the therapy room and on the
technical decisions and pressures that are faced daily coming from the independent
tradition in british psychoanalysis the contributors a range of experienced
practitioners and teachers describe how their technique has quietly changed and
developed over the years and put this process in its theoretical context this book will
appeal to child and adolescent psychotherapists analysts and counsellors who wish to
explore more winnicottian approaches to therapeutic work

A Question of Technique 2007-03-12
from the bestselling parenting experts behind the whole brain child comes a highly
successful plan for helping your child become more independent and resilient this
unique book shows us how to help our children embrace life with all of its challenges
it s a treasure chest of parenting insights and techniques carol dweck bestselling
author of mindset children can often act out or shut down when faced with a setback or
a tricky issue like homework food or screen time this is what acclaimed parenting
experts dr siegel and dr bryson call the no brain response but you can help your child
develop the ability to cope solve their own problems and thrive by nurturing their yes
brain drawing on their successful work with thousands of parents and children from all
backgrounds dr siegel and dr bryson provide the advice tools and activities to help
parents with children of all ages this is what the yes brain approach looks like in
action a 5 year old boy thinks about his first day at school and says i m nervous but i
ll give it a try an 8 year old girl says i d like to join the football team even though
none of my friends like football a 14 year old boy looks at a test he s earned a d for
and says that s not the mark i wanted but it s not the end of the world i ll ask the
teacher how i can improve



The Yes Brain Child 2018-01-11
the book shows how parents can teach kids why how when they need to understand their
feelings how to use words to do so

KIND 2014
six stories one set in dublin the others in the countryside about children who get
caught up in the war of independence and suffer dire consequences mattie foley dreams
of escaping the harshness of life in the dublin slums but her dreams and reality become
dangerously entwined with the discovery of a gun when statia mulligan sets off to get
feed for the hens she longs for the peace and quiet of her favourite spot by the stream
she doesn t expect to become part of an ambush larry quinn goes after the cow that has
strayed how could he know that in his absence the black and tans would force his mother
to reveal all she knows

War Children 2012-07-01
professor robert plomin the world s leading geneticist said in 2014 of his search for
genes that explain differences in our psychology i have been looking for these genes
for fifteen years i don t have any using a mixture of famous and ordinary people oliver
james drills deep down into the childhood causes of our individuality revealing why our
upbringing not our genes plays such an important role in our wellbeing and success the
implications are huge as adults we can change we can clutch our fates from
predetermined destiny as parents we can radically alter the trajectory of our childrens
lives and as a society we could largely eradicate criminality and poverty not in your
genes will not only change the way you think about yourself and the people around you
but give you the fuel to change your personality and your life for the better

Not In Your Genes 2016-03-03
from birth human beings are striving to make sense of the world they learn through
interaction modelling first hand experience and independent action most children arrive
at school with the notion that being independent and having the desire to take
responsibility has been seen in their homes as a good thing however what often happens
is that responsibility may be denied them in school and further bids for independence
are viewed as negative behaviour this book argues that independence in the classroom
should be seen as beneficial for learners and also for teachers jill williams makes a
compelling case for a climate in which decision making is valued where children are
enabled to solve problems and where children and adults respect each others point of
view arguing that this will be a climate in which independence flourishes in turn the
benefits in terms of teaching and learning will be apparent for both the children and
the teachers the notion of independence in the classroom is explored through vivid
cameos showing positive relationships between teachers and learners inspirational
classroom organization and management and examples of children taking their learning
forward in an environment where they have choices the careful monitoring assessment and
discussion of teaching and learning which is presented highlights the benefits for both
learners and teachers when there is a focus on independence

EBOOK: Promoting Independent Learning in the Primary
Classroom 2003-02-16
in 2003 anne ford great granddaughter of henry ford published laughing allegra about
the struggles of raising her learning disabled daughter and received a flood of letters
from parents of children with ld add and adhd many expressing concerns about what to do
as their children age on their own is an invaluable road map to ease these parents
fears and answer their questions especially the one that haunts them daily will or can
their child be on their own and how in a candid sympathetic style alced with real life
stories the book covers such topics as social skills and dating staying healthy sibling
relationships interaction with employers and co workers job hunting finding the right
college or trade school estate planning also included are a comprehensive resource
guide and exclusive interviews with prominent professionals who have surmounted their
learning disabilities ceo s sir richard branson john chambers david neeleman and
charles schwab and former governor gaston caperton
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